ecological and environmentally-aware

SWISS
MADE
Ebnat means good business for you.

With Ebnat products you are
supplying natural quality.

The services we can offer you include: professional
consultancy, quality products, a complete range,

Who does not want a natural and durable

conceptual design and superior presentation. The

cleaning product that does its job reliably

Oeko seal means this product line also stands

again and again every day?

out at the POS. With the Oeko LINE, you can offer

The Oeko PROFI-LINE is made for just that.

ecologically-minded customers the right products

It represents a comprehensive range of

and do good business.

cleaning products for your environmentally
and quality-conscious customers. They ensure
you project a good company image and
protect our forests at the same time.

Everything Ebnat does
boasts Swiss quality.
Ebnat Switzerland, with its Oeko PROFI-LINE,
is bound by its pledges and obligations to
FSC® certification.
FSC ® is the only internationally-valid wood
label. It stands for nature-orientated and
socially-responsible forest cultivation and
use of wood from our forests, which are
checked on an ongoing basis and only remain
profitable if regenerated. We do this for our
native population, producers, consumers,
plants and animals that depend on our forests.
Thanks to its ISO 9001/14001 Quality
and Environmental Management System,
Ebnat Switzerland is able to guarantee
a customer-orientated service from the
concept to the POS.
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Oeko PROFI-LINE. Our wood selection cuts a fine figure.
FSC®-certified Swiss beechwood

of raw materials with traditional Swiss precision.
But there’s more to it than that. It has to be natural,
practical, robust and efficient. Therefore, in the
Oeko PROFI-LINE, we offer a high-quality range of
brushes, brooms, scrubbing-brushes and wipers for all
cleaning jobs.
The materials we use to produce this range are natural and
pure: sturdy, untreated, FSC®-certified Swiss beechwood
with the best bristle materials, such as rice, plant fibres,
coir and pure horsehair.

flexible and clean

natural and practical

No wonder, because it’s all natural and pure. Using
innovative technology, it combines the careful processing

robust and perfect

Typical Ebnat – simply natural!

brush and galvanised shovel set

double ring of soft bristles on scrubbing-brush
for demonstrably better cleaning performance

natural bristle materials, such as rice,
plant fibres, coir or pure horsehair

scrubbing-brush in combination with
cotton cloth for perfect, natural cleaning

special brushes complete the
OEKO natural product line

